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Connemara and Mayo form an area known for stunning scenery and this guidebook describes
some of the region's best and most spectacular walks. A wide variety of walks and terrains are
covered: easy two-hour walks on surfaced paths; two- to three-hour flat island and coastal walks;
two- to four-hour gentle hill and mountain hikes; and four- to seven-hour strenuous hill walks.
Detailed instructions are provided along with information regarding archaeology, history,
landscape, flora and wildlife. Maps are included for each walk while photographs illustrate the
routes and give a sense of the beautiful landscape. This is the most comprehensive walking
guide to the area published for some time. • ‘a near definitive guide to the best walks in
Connemara and Mayo (RTÉ Guide) • For all who want to walk in and appreciate the landscape
of the region • Other Walking Guides also available: Carrauntohil & MacGillycuddy’s Reeks by
Jim Ryan; The Burren and the Aran Islands by Tony Kirby; Northern Ireland by Helen Fairbairn •



About the AuthorPaul Phelan worked in research and marketing in Ireland and overseas before
starting his own consultancy business. He lives and works in Connemara, enjoys taking people
on walks on the hills and islands, and provides guiding services via .DisclaimerWhile every effort
has been taken to ensure the route descriptions are correct and accurate, no responsibility is
accepted by the author or publisher for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies or for any loss or
injury that could result.Updates will be posted on and you are invited to contribute via
walkconnemara@gmail.com.Lough Inagh and the eastern Bens: Derryclare (left), Bencorr
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Head and CroaghaunReferencesGlossaryCopyrightAdvertisementAcknowledgementsI would
like to thank Michael Gibbons for the recommendation, guidance and encouragement. Special
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Photography); pp. 13, 34/35 and 93 by Brigid Sealy.IntroductionThis book describes thirty-three
of the best coastal, hill and mountain walks in Connemara and Mayo, an area with dramatic
scenery combining mountains, valleys, lakes, bogs and sea. This countryside is also distinctive
for its wildness, quietness and relatively unspoilt nature. These qualities make it an attractive
area to explore, walk and retreat from urban life; but it is a fragile environment which needs to be
cared for.Detailed instructions are provided for each walk. They range from short (about 2 hour)
flat walks over surfaced or well-worn paths, through 3- to 4-hour walks on open hillsides or
mountains and on to strenuous challenging day-long hikes over rough mountain summits.The
walks are divided into four geographic sections, corresponding to natural groups from different



parts of Connemara and Mayo. There are twelve walks in Connemara, seven in The Maumturks/
Joyce County, eight in South Mayo and six in North Mayo. A map is provided for each section
showing where each of the walks starts. Each section is structured with the easiest walks
described first, with the following walks getting progressively more difficult.It has not been
possible to include every interesting walk in Connemara and Mayo; pressure of space, time and
access uncertainties has meant that some excellent walks have been left out, e.g. Cashel Hill,
Killary Famine Walk, Gleninagh, Maumonght, the Twelve Bens Challenge, Benlevy,
Devilsmother, Bunacunneen and Maumtrasna. But these and other walks are suggested as
alternatives to similar walks that are included (particularly the easier ones).This book does not
include detailed sections on geology, flora, fauna or other specialities which have been well
covered in other publications. However, some specific references are made to these features
and other information of interest as they are encountered in particular walks.TimesAn estimate
of the time it will take to complete the walk is provided, based on the total distance and ascent.
Times for the vast majority of walks are estimated on the basis of 1 minute per 10m of ascent
and 3km per hour for walking on open hillside, increasing to 4km per hour for flat surfaced paths.
Estimated times for walks that are over 3 hours include a short 5–10 minute stop every 2 hours
or so. Therefore you may need to adjust these time estimates depending on your own pace,
breaks and the size of your group. For a small number of walks, the steadier pace of 3.5–4km
per hour has been assumed in order to meet ferry (Clare Island) or possible daylight constraints
(The Glencoaghan Horseshoe).Walk grades and levels of difficultyEach walk is graded on a
scale of 1 to 5, according to the level of difficulty None of the walks in this book requires ropes or
rock-climbing gear.SafetyClimbing hills and mountains can be a demanding and sometimes
dangerous activity. Steep ground, exposed rock and cliffs – which are a feature of many of the
walks in this book – bring a serious risk of injury from a slip or a fall. In addition, there are other
risks: strong winds or misty conditions can develop; loose rocks can fall and hit a person below;
hypothermia can set in; underlying health conditions can be triggered by strenuous exercise.
While this book highlights some particular dangers, it is not possible to list them all. Therefore,
all readers are warned to take reasonable precautions before setting out. In particular, it is
recommended that walkers have a proper map and compass to navigate effectively in poor
visibility and know the weather forecast. Walkers should also ensure they have sufficient
physical fitness and experience before taking on any of these hill or mountain walks.TicksTicks
are common in the moorland and grasslands of Connemara and Mayo. A small proportion are
infected with bacteria that can lead to Lyme disease in humans. Check yourself as soon as
possible after a walk and remove any ticks using a small tweezers (take care to remove the
complete tick including the head and mouth). Early symptoms of Lyme disease include a reddish
rash possibly with flu-like symptoms; consult your doctor if you notice these after being
bitten.AccessThe walks described do not represent a right of way; you access land at the
discretion of the landowner. While there are currently no major issues accessing the walks in this
book, if you meet a landowner it is recommended that you ask for permission to cross their land;



if permission is refused, you should accept the landowner’s position and leave immediately.
Access to land for walkers has the potential to become a contentious issue, so respect for
landowners is important for continued access..You should also respect landowners’ property
and be particularly careful with parking, gates and fences. Avoid farm animals and crops. Never
block entrances to roads, paths, tracks or gates; take particular care to park cars so that large
vehicles (tractors and even trucks) will not be impeded. Always close gates – unless it is clear
that a landowner has deliberately left them open. When crossing gates or fences, try to minimise
the impact; climb gates on the hinged side (rather than the end that opens); cross fences at a
point where it is easy to cross; groups should cross a fence sequentially at one point; after you
have crossed a fence re-fix it as you found it (or better). Dogs are not generally welcome
because wildlife and sheep can get very stressed by their presence.The access situation is
subject to change. Walks which are currently accessible may become less so. An update on
access issues will be posted on . Your comments on access issues or experiences would be
welcome by email to walkconnemara@gmail.com.Leave no TraceThere has been an awareness
of the fragile nature of the environment and heritage of the Connemara and Mayo area. You are
encouraged to follow the principles of ‘Leave No Trace’, an ethics programme designed to
promote responsible outdoor recreation. The basic idea is to make it hard for others to see or
hear you and to literally leave no trace of your visit. This can be expanded into the seven
principles (see for details):1. Plan ahead and prepare2. Be considerate of others3. Respect farm
animals and wildlife4. Travel and camp on durable ground5. Leave what you find6. Dispose of
waste properly7. Minimise the effects of fireCONNEMARAThis section is the largest in this book,
with twelve walks, covering all levels of difficulty. There is an easy coastal walk (1, Omey), a
gentle island walk (2, Inishbofin) and a variety of hill walks, including the paved path to the
exposed top of Diamond Hill in the Connemara National Park (Walk 3). On the very strenuous
end of the scale there are the Glencorbet and Glencoaghan Horseshoes (Walks 11 & 12). In
between there is a good range of mountain walks, from moderate to difficult, several of which
feature fine sea views (e.g. 7, Tully Mountain; 8, Benchoona; and 9, Doughruagh and
Lemnaheltia).The coastal landscape of Connemara (Conmaicne mara: the descendants of
Conmac by the sea) features beautiful beaches, sand dunes and rocky peninsulas surrounding
sheltered bays. The mountainous areas feature bare rocky summits – many of quartzite –
surrounded by blanket bog. Connemara’s geology is actually very diverse.The Twelve Bens and
the Northern Bens (Doughruagh, Garraun and Benchoona) represent one of Ireland’s most
important conservation sites. This mountainous area includes a wide variety of habitats, eight of
which are listed in the EU Habitats Directive. Extensive active blanket bog – along with alpine
heath, machair and oak forest – designate it a Special Area of Conservation. Rare species which
support this designation include the freshwater pearl mussel, Atlantic salmon, the otter and the
plant Slender Naiad. Sphagnum moss is widespread throughout the lowland.Connemara Walks
1–121. OMEY ISLANDIntroduction: This is an easy walk around the small tidal island of Omey
(Iomaí: bed of St Feichín). It is accessible on foot except for about three hours either side of full



tide (i.e. about six hours in total). The walk features fine views of the sea and the surrounding
islands, ancient archaeological sites and rare machair/sand dune habitats. Omey Strand can be
quite wet, but the walk is suited to walking sandals (or bare feet for much of it).Grade: 1 Easy
Time: 2.5 hours Distance: 7.9km Ascent: 110m Maps: OS Discovery 37, Tim Robinson’s
Connemara Part 2Start/finish: L578564 car park beside the slipway (just south of Claddaghduff
Quay on OS). This is at the end of the small road beside the church (and just opposite the
school) at Claddaghduff (8km west of the N59 junction 2.5km north of Clifden).Route
Description: Head west across the sand towards the rocks in the middle of the wide strand that
joins the island to the mainland. Continue towards a house prominent on a headland on the right
of the island, keeping the sea water on your right. This is a special spot for sea birds. On your left
you can see the Omey graveyard (Ula Bhreandáin: St Brendan’s Altar) which is in use today; the
sight of a funeral crossing the beach is quite spiritual.As the water edge brings you closer to the
island, take the sandy path that follows the fence above the rocks. Continue along a small
beach, cross the stream at the far end and climb up the small hill, which is an ancient midden
site (burrowing rabbits often bring up ancient debris). The hill reveals a larger beach, the right-
hand side of which is a good place to swim. As you walk across the beach, notice the pier of
Aughrus (Tonashindilla on the map) to the northwest. About halfway across the beach the fence
on your left turns away from the sand. Follow this up onto the grass and enter a little hollow. Here
are the roofless remains of Teampaill Feichín, the medieval parish church of Omey, on the site of
St Feichín’s original abbey (he also founded abbeys in nearby High Island and Cong).Remains
of chapel on nearby High Island. The walls have small alcoves, which provided shelter for the
monks.Return to the beach and continue left along the sandy path that goes below a small dune
ridge on your left, with distinctive big red and brown rocks that have fallen off the top. At the end
of this ridge, in the eroding grass and sand, is an ancient graveyard, from which human remains
often protrude.Continue along the beach and over grassy hillocks beside the rocky shore to the
rougher northwesterly end of Omey (Béal an Oileáin: Mouth of the Island). Provided the tide is
out and conditions are not stormy, you can go out to the small grassy island (Illaunakeegher on
the OS map) for a fine perspective.Return to the main island and follow its shoreline to the right
and southeast past a stony beach (Trá na nÉan: Beach of the Birds). The waves can be
impressive along this stretch as you pick up a grassy track following the rocky coast south (there
are shell middens up to the east). Notice the uninhabited Cruagh Island to the west, and further
north, High Island, which has impressive remains of the monastic site founded by St Feichín. In
stormy weather, monks would wait here in Omey before moving to High Island when the weather
permitted. Follow the coast as it turns to the east into a bay with a stony beach, passing the
beautiful holy well (Tobar Feichín) with a good number of talisman or amulet objects (to bring
good luck or protection to its owner or a deceased loved one).To visit the beautiful sand hills,
from the holy well head back north towards the hill marking the highest point of Omey. These
sand dunes form part of Omey’s rare machair habitat. Return south to the stony beach east of
the holy well; go down to the water’s edge to view the ‘underwater’ turf – evidence of the rising



sea levels since the bog was formed. At the far end of the beach, climb up the grassy slope –
past the shell midden in the sandy cliff face –to the road. The island’s only permanent resident
lives here.Take the road left, passing Fahy Lough (there has been a recent report of a monster
sighting here). Continue along the road, past several houses and a sad old ruin. Notice the lovely
views of the mainland beaches of Fountainhill as you make your way back to Omey Strand at the
other side of the island. Cross the beach to return to the car park; people still dig for shellfish
here.Alternatives and Variations: Drive over to the island and park near the graveyard to shorten
the walk by 30 minutes. Alternatively, the walk can be extended at the end of the island road.
When you reach the beach, go to the right towards the rocks directly east, which provide for
good swimming once the tide comes in. Returning from this shore to the car park will add about
15 minutes to the walk. A longer detour – adding about 1 hour – is to continue to the south over
the rocks of the Fountainhill shore. This leads to a string of beautiful beaches, the first of which
has a small track (beside the stream) leading back to a road. Take the road to the right (not left!)
and then left onto the main road. Then take the next left back to the beach just below the car
park.The tidal island of Finish 4km south of Carna (L778319) is a similar walk to Omey, but
access requires a spring (low) tide.St Feichín’s Holy Well (top) and view west from it (bottom)2.
INISHBOFINIntroduction: This is a short, low-level, moderate-grade walk around Inishbofin – a
beautiful island with great walking potential. There are super views of the sea, the surrounding
islands and the mainland mountains. This walk is based around a day trip on the regular ferry
service from Cleggan. It focuses on Knock, the southeast corner of the island; there are two or
three other similar walks on Inishbofin. This walk features some rare machair and sand dune
habitats. Much of the island is a Special Area of Conservation (designated for corncrakes and
seals), with large numbers of wintering barnacle geese. To safely visit the castle, you need to
know the tide times. Near the village where you get the ferry, there are several megalithic tombs
(Cleggan Farm, Sellerna and Sheeauns) and standing stones (Cloon, Sheeauns, Ballynew). The
tidal Omey island walk is also nearby.Grade: 2 Moderate Time: 3.5 hours Distance: 8.4km
Ascent: 328m Maps: OS Discovery 37, Tim Robinson’s Connemara Part 2, Inishbofin
Development Company’s Map of Inishbofin IslandStart/finish: L537648, at the main pier on
Inishbofin. Currently there is a ferry departure from the pier (quay in OS map) in Cleggan
(L602584) every day at 11.30 a.m., returning from Inishbofin at 5 p.m.; the walk below is based
around this schedule (see ). There is usually room to park near the Cleggan pier, but in summer
or busy weekends you may have to pay for private parking nearby. When the ferry leaves the
quay in Cleggan, look across the bay for a portal tomb perched on the opposite shoreline. As the
ferry turns into the mouth of Inishbofin’s harbour, you get an impressive view of Cromwell’s
Barracks perched on the right overlooking the harbour.Safety: High winds will make this walk
dangerous, particularly near the cliffs. To safely cross to Cromwell’s Barracks you need the tide
to be less than halfway in.View of Croagh Patrick from the east end of InishbofinRoute
Description: At the end of the pier, turn right and walk along the road, past the church (ignore the
road going up left) and continue to the corner at Day’s Bar. (If the tide is low, you can go straight



down and walk the rocky shore in front of the hotel to the small road 150m away). Head left up
the steep hill, turn right at the top and then take the next small road right down to the shore. Take
the track left and through the gate – past the remains of a limekiln – onto the grassy hillside
overlooking the inner Bofin Harbour with its small island (Glasoileán, with ruins of a curing
station). This strategic natural harbour is very sheltered. Continue south beside the shore and
alongside a wall with a low gate; go through carefully. Head westwards across the grass towards
the castle; keep right of a hill and go down to the beach. Continue along the beach towards the
castle: provided the tide is out, cross over to Port Island and visit Cromwell’s Barracks (bear in
mind that the crossing will not be safe approaching a full tide). This is the remains of a
Cromwellian fort, with diamond-shaped bastions at its four corners and an impressive arched
entrance. The barracks were built in the seventeenth century. Cromwell’s forces used the fort as
a prison for Catholic clergy and to thwart pirates.Return from Port Island and climb the small
grassy hill to the right following the creek (Béal na Brád) out towards the sea. Turn east and go
alongside the shore past lake Loughnabraud (Loch na Brád) to cross the fence. Continue along
the grassy coastline past small coves to the dramatic narrow creek Uaimh na bhFiach.Continue
along the Ooghdoty (OS map) shoreline to another small cove at Soohadoogort (Scoth
Dúghort), before turning north to climb the hill (Knock 81m), your highest point on this walk.
Enjoy the view back over the middle and west of the island. Descend southeastwards back to
the coastline at the broad and stunning Wreck Cove; it is said that Cromwell’s forces landed here
after their ship was fired on entering the harbour.Follow the coast northwest before continuing
inside a stone wall (keeping it on your right) and crossing a gate to go down to the spectacular
Dumhach beach. Notice the island of Inishlyon to the east (connected to the beach at low tide
via slippery rocks), which has a very old cooking site (fulacht fiadh). Walk halfway along the fine
sands with tiny cowrie shells and take the track beyond the grass (a rare machair habitat)
through a gate to the road. Turn left and walk up to the walled St Colman’s cemetery, with the
remains of a thirteenth-century chapel. St Colman founded the original monastery here in the
seventh century, after leaving Lindisfarne following the rejection of the Celtic way of calculating
Easter at the Synod of Whitby. The holy well to the southwest is associated with St Flannan.The
beautiful narrow creek of Uaimh na bhFiachReturn to the road and go left, passing the Inishbofin
Hostel and the Dolphin Hotel on your right. Continue west past the large hotel on your left and
down to the harbour beside the new St Colman’s church. Turn right to go to the pier (left brings
you back to the pub). The community centre behind the shop has basic refreshments,
information on the island and public toilets.3. DIAMOND HILLIntroduction: This is a short,
moderate-grade walk over a trail with a short, steep climb to a rocky summit. The trail includes
paths, boardwalks, and paving built while the mountain was temporarily closed due to severe
erosion from large numbers of walkers. Situated beside the former Quaker village of Letterfrack,
in the Connemara National Park, between the Twelve Bens and the coast, there are fine views.
Diamond Hill (Bengooria or Binn Ghuaire) gets its name from the glittering quartzite top, which
glistens in the sun – particularly after rain.Grade: 2 Moderate Time: 2.5 hours Distance: 7km



Ascent: 510m Maps: OS Discovery 37
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